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EDITOR'S NOTE
Dear reader,

Society today emboldens a culture developed for and by older generations. It is

quite often that young voices are filtered out of media and conversation,

considered irrelevant and oblivious. However, young voices have repeatedly

proven to be progressive even on complex topics. These voices are critical in

understanding and encouraging ideas. 

Topics such as gun control, LGBTQ+ rights, women’s rights, Black Lives Matter,

hunger, and pure empathy, have now become largely political debates instead of

actions taken.

Many of these issues are topics young voices are aching to speak on, which as

the founder of The Blissful Pursuit, I am hoping to encourage. With each

collection, we will gather art and writing content that relate to current issues in

our society. However, in the spirit of boundless expression, submissions are open

for art and writing that may barely relate to our themes, or not at all. As a

student, I myself, am aware that I want to share my creativity and my voice

openly, without judgement or boundaries. For Summer 2020, we had young

artists worldwide share their thoughts on food and culture to raise awareness of

hunger, food insecurity, and diversity.

More than 820 million people are hungry worldwide, with over 37 million in the

United States. Almost a third of these are children, who go to school hungry and

are expected to match performance levels difficult to meet under these

circumstances. 

With this issue, I hope that you gain insight on diverse cultural traditions and

food, and spend time taking action to create change. Please also remember to

enjoy the art students created! Each piece is a unique window into a life

completely different from yours. Engulf yourself in these creative works, and

inspire each other to make your voices heard.

  Best,

Anusha Bansal

Editor In Chief, The Blissful Pursuit
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N O N F I C T I O N

       The thing I’ve come to miss most about

Geneva is the food. When I tell this to my mother,

sitting across from me in the hollow, cardboard-

strewn kitchen, she looks at me as if I’m from

another world. “Of all the things to miss, you

choose food? What was there besides fondue,

anyway?”

       I frown. Doesn’t she remember? There was so

much more. Really, I think, it’s not so much about

the tastes.

       It had only been a couple days since I’d left

Avenue Wendt and returned to the States, and

already I was starting to panic. The system I’d

settled into was lost. But I would try and forget. I

spent the days riding my Euro-chic Razor scooter

around a strange neighborhood where it screamed

incongruously against the slew of Fords. I soon

stashed it away in the garage out of sheer

embarrassment. 

       But those rides reminded me of a time when I

would leave school every Wednesday at high noon

to scoot around the wooded playgrounds while my

mother took her “power-walks.” A time when I’d

accompany her to the Migros on Servette, set

within a triangle of McDonald’s, pigeon-littered

parks, and the tram stop. I would pick up the same

three things every time: popcorn, Farmer Bars, and

Yupi Sour Glowworms that I would pop in my

mouth one-by-one on the way home, wincing at

the heavy fructose. 

       Two months after the move back to America, I even

found myself missing the African butcher. I used to kick

and scream every afternoon my mother dragged me in

there. It was the rancid odor, the dried blood, the

gutted fish staring up at me from their beds of ice with

bulging yellow eyes. To appease me, she’d always make

sure we left with a bag of Sweet Chipotle plantain

chips—the sort that were too ethnic to be found

anywhere else. All of my old schoolmates went rabid for

it. Each cayenne-coated crunch imparted a sense of

singularity. One bite, and I’d forget all about the

aquatic glass prisons.

       Three months after the move, each meal became

tainted with the shadowy revenant of the life I’d left

behind. I could not watch Maria Sharapova win the

French Open without remembering the Sugarpova

candy line my old friend Alé was obsessed with. I could

not drink a glass of Coke without remembering how

much juicier the cola-flavored gummies from the

marché down the street were. The fish aisle at

WholeFoods recalled to life the sushi place so cramped

that there was hardly standing room for three people—

but Osuto always had space for the porcelain Lucky

Cat waving by the register.

       Chlorine tasted like Japanese ice cream cake at

Movenpick after a dip in the lake.

       A dash of lemon felt like that fateful day every May

when the UN would finally reignite the fountains by the

three-legged chair, and I would rush to feel the spray

on my skin.

       Ice tea, in its flow, looked like riding Bus 11 from the

Botanical Gardens all the way to Bout du Monde.

       

The Taste of Avenue
Wendt

by Emani Fung
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       A kaleidoscope of cutting boards lay sprawled

out across the dining room table in front of me,

prepared for all the wonton making to come.  

       In a Shanghainese household like mine,

wontons are sure to satisfy the craving for classic

Shanghainese cuisine.  The taste of a bowl of

savory, warm wonton soup is the taste of home; it

never fails to strike me with nostalgia. When no one

really wants to cook, or no one wants to go out to

eat, or there just aren’t any leftovers of lunch….

wontons always save the day.  In order to keep our

freezer well stocked with this delicious day-saver,

we make them about every month. 

       Atop the table, is a big bowl of filling made

just a few minutes prior. Though the possibilities of

what you can fold up inside a wonton wrapper is

essentially endless, the traditional flavor that we

make at home is meat and vegetable. Fat and lean

ground pork along with a mountain of finely

chopped watercress are mixed together with a

wooden spoon or a pair of chopsticks.. A splash of

soy sauce, a pinch of white pepper powder, and a

heap of scallions are tossed in for good measure.

As Chinese cooking is an imprecise art, I couldn’t

accurately describe the amount of any necessary

seasoning even if you paid me. It’s made to suit

your tastes, so you simply must experiment until you

discover your favorite balance of flavors.

       As a little girl, I always wanted to help with the

wonton making process, but my chubby baby

fingers were too clumsy to do any of the actual

folding. Instead, I became the designated “filler.”

My grandma would hand me a big metal spoon

and I’d dollop a scoop of filling onto a wonton skin

before handing it over to her. It’s pertinent to get

the perfect amount; overfill and it’ll burst when

boiled, underfill and it’ll be a flavorless shell.  

Wonton Wrapping

by Vivien Huang
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       Sun-bruised orange peels smelled like

ferris wheels and bubbles at the Fêtes de

Genève.

       My first sip of beer sounded like whirling

city lights and shrieking sirens creeping through

my bedroom windows.

       I lean across the kitchen table to take a sip

of my mother’s water. At once, the icy blast

transports me to the balcony on that final night

in June when the sky glowed angrily purple. I

remember watching a lightning bolt shatter the

sky. I remember feeling my heart burst along

with it.

       No, I think. It’s not really about the tastes—

it’s what they carry. 

      I do not say this, though. Instead, I laugh

and crack a joke about how happy I’d be if I

could live forever off bread and cheese.

About the Author:  Grade 12, West Orange, NJ
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About the Author: Vivien is in 11th grade in West Windsor, NJ.

Wontons have always been a big part of her culture and life

ever since she was a little girl, giving her a lot of experience

to draw from, especially in this article!   

With our assembly line down, my grandmother and I

can crank out over fifty wontons in just a couple

minutes. Now, I sit alone at the dinner table wrapping

and wrapping and wrapping.      

       Beside the big bowl of filling is a fine blue China

bowl, half-filled with water. After adding a dollop of

filling to the center, I dab my finger into the water and

swipe it along the edges of the wrapper. Like glue, the

water acts as an adhesive and ensures that the

wonton keeps its shape when being cooked. Folding

wontons always reminds me of origami, except with a

tastier end result. Carefully, I fold the square skin in

half, making sure that all sides are now sealed shut,

trapping the filling inside. Then with a swift motion of

the fingers, I pinch the two narrower sides of the now

rectangular wrapper together, creating a rounded

ring. I used to be mesmerized by my grandma twisting

and folding each wrapper with what seemed to be just

one fluid motion. Her fingers looked like they were

flying, dancing along each creation. I gently plop the

finished product onto one of the cutting boards before

me and move on to the next one.

       I learned this art of wonton wrapping from my

grandmother, she from her mother before her, and she

from her mother before her. Generation after

generation, this simple recipe has been passed down

and preserved.  It’s my link to the past, my link to my

culture and my people of centuries ago. I am an

essential  link, for though I’ve been brought up in

America, a land distant to my Chinese ancestors, I

must allow the wonton to continue its journey through

the hands of time. Forever a taste of history, a taste of

home, and a taste of Shanghai.
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P O E T R Y

Gulab Jamun, my comfort dear 

Its taste, my ticket home 

Far from today to yesteryear 

A gustatory poem 

Fertile loam 

For memory’s tree 

Of family 

In Noida, I feel no fear

Its floral gardens I roam

We walk the block, cerulean sky clear

Our sweet dessert at gloam

Takes me home

To memory’s tree

My family

Fried spheres float in saffron sauce

Fresh rosewater, cardamom

Though far away, I feel no loss

I find myself at home

Don’t have to roam

Under memory’s tree

With family

About the Author: Isha is in 10th Grade in

Belle Mead, NJ. This poem is inspiried by her

love for Gulab Jamun and her memories tied

to it .

Time Travelling

Through Taste: 

Gulab Jamun
By Isha Varsheney 

Dumpling Fest

By Protima Banerjee

Every two months, Dad

treats  The four of us family 

To Shanghai Bun 

Our Number One 

Favorite place to be 

We eagerly take our seats 

Plump steamed dumplings,

yum! Fat half-moon delights 

Folded pleats 

Carrot sweets

 Chopped scallion excites 

I’ve got to get me some! 

Dunked in the dark soy sauce

— Vinegar sweet and tart

Chili hot—

Tongue caught

The flavor quickens my heart

Dumpling fest’s the boss!

About the Author: Protima is in Grade 12

in Monmouth Junction, NJ. Protima loves

to write poetry and has had an

obsession with dumplings since she was

little! 
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Ever since I was a little boy

I’ve sought to rocket to outer space

My loftiest joy deploying to the ISS 

My home base two hundred miles Above, it

solar panels extending

Titanium, kevlar, and steel soaring

Spinning four degrees per minute

In 90 minutes flat, revolving the Earth.  

Since the time I was a tiny tyke

I’ve hungrily hankered after 

Cold milk and warm cookies. 

This irresistible treat I just must eat, For it

can never be beat.

With a chocolate chip on my lip,

A milk mustache, all is in place.

I can face anything with grace.

But how can I satisfy my craving

Braving the galley of the ISS? 

My super space kitchen awaits,

Hurtling far above the Earth.

Gravity still pulls in forks and knives,

But my utensils and I are all traveling

So fast, twenty times the speed of sound 

To be exact—that’s why we’re floating.

My Zero G Kitchen Space Oven

Bakes the cookies just right,

Not too hard, not too soft.

I munch aloft in microgravity.

The milk leaves the bottle

As small levitating spheres. 

I lap up the droplets with my tongue.

Literary, I’m in seventh heaven.

About the Author: Harsh is in Grade 12 in Belle Meqd,

NJ. He has aspired to be an astronaut from a young

age. In this poem, he combines his ambition with his

favorite food : Milk and Cookies.

If I’d only one meal for the rest of my life

Chicken curry with rice would definitely suffice

Sans curry, I’d divorce my future wife

Upon this feast I can’t put a price 

Brown meat or white, get out the knife

With or without bones, meat will entice

Cleaving, chopping, is no strife

Chunks of crunchy onions, slice 

Ripe and red tomatoes, dice

Into the silver pot, I toss

Now it’s time to sprinkle spice

Into the creamy coconut sauce 

Coriander, mustard, a dash of cinnamon

Black pepper, turmeric and chili

Himalayan sea salt—don’t forget the cumin—

Combine to set my taste buds free 

The fluffy rice, basmati must be

Boiled to perfection in a Zojirushi

Dotted with seeds of sesame

Buttery with a spoonful of ghee

Milk and Cookies in Space

By Harsh Grover

Ode to Chicken

Curry with Rice
By Ceiron Dushyanthan 

About the Author: Ceiron is a ninth grader at

Bridgewater Raritan Schools. He enjoys playing

soccer and table tennis, while pursuing improvement

in the violin.
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Devoted Dido

Death is not the end,- just a journey to a distant heaven

I what I tell myself each time I’m found  

kneeling at your grave- the now familiar grassy hills

watch me mourn over your grave, 

bent more and more each time, from my secret’s growing

weight

Tho draped in gilded garments, bejeweled sandals, silky

shawls

the scent of fine French fragrance, exquisite head to toe

Thought stately in stature, with paint on my face

like a beggar before a king, I feel disgraced 

Like Napoleon gazing at his Josephine, my eyes were

better pleased 

than any one who’d seen the David 

or in the Sistine Chapel, stood beneath the angels’ wings 

Like Psyche to Eros, you are my East,

the one who awoke my soul to act,

Forever, my beauty.

In the dawn of our time together

I felt  lighter than a feather, 

I beamed brighter than the noon-day sun

Together we months of fun

My body swelled with so much with joy, 

it sometimes seemed my veins would burst.

I laughed and called it fate, sister to the Spiderwort  

your death would always come, 

but to see your visage one last time,

I’d swear by moon, give an oath by blood,

Any way the gods could want,

 I’d happily resign myself

for another second of your presence

walking on this Earth

By Sadie Shang
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Permanently parched, denied a drop of drink

my soles warmup, then burn and scorch as I make my way

each sunrise and each sunset, toward my love’s decay

The hills laugh and mock me

for the folly I held those days,

days I’d swear that for another’s death,

I’d never be to blame. No, I’d never

end another’s life, no matter

my sorrow, despite grief or strife.

Now, looking down, I cry

alms and fingers forever crimson stained 

jealousy over a phantom woman,

my knife rashly depleted the blood from his veins 

Kneeling, I watch the sunset over a red-dyed lake, 

Standing, I howl and weep that deadly mistake

then notice that the soil’s stained

my pink hem a deeper shade 

Beside bittersweet memories of our happy past, 

I’ve buried the chance of a happy future I’ve had 

And though no one can see, I hope you can sense

me laying beside you since you’ve exhaled you last breath 

 

The clock now signals the time 

The thief must hang to die, 

So I’m donning my gloves

May you never ask why.

That with you all mornings were paradise now brings hopeless despair

Crossing my heart, I rush a prayer of Hell to be spared

Crossing my fingers  you’ve not heard the words I’ve just said. 

As I exclaim “give my pain quietus with a steel blade”

I smile at perhaps for eternity, by your side being lain.

About the Author: Sadie, a 9th grader from Princeton, NJ, enjoys poetry as a way to express

herself and her feelings creatively. She says "poetry is an outlet through which I can be

honest, and I always appreciate the opportunity to share these thoughts and engage with

other people’s work."
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FICTION
Pork Buns as Pabulum

By Samantha Liu

The way you cut your meat reflects the way you live –Confucius

If Confucius was right, then my mother lived delicately, treading a tightrope as thin as the slices

of her twice cooked pork.

When she ate her first American hamburger, she had complained. “Ai ya.  Why is the meat so big

and thick? Where is the Americans’ refinery? With a hulking piece of meat like this no wonder

they all in debt. Americans cannot save.

She told me this as she watched me mince the pork for our dumplings while she rolled out the

dough, flour streaking her hands with white quotation marks. “Thinner, Jian Yang. We are not the

barbaric Americans. We have fineness in our food.”

She didn’t intend it, but with those words, the knife I was holding slashed its decussation across

my life like the cuts across the pork. In that moment the lines were drawn and I told myself I am

not a barbaric American because I am not an American. In that moment my narrative became a

relic of my mother’s, two sides of the same page with her side’s ink still impressed on mine.

For five years after that, I remained scared of knives, and my mother cut my meat for me.

You are what you eat –American proverb

“Is that dog food?”

“It can’t be, because Ling Ling doesn’t feed dogs, she eats them.”

That day I went home in tears and asked my mother to pack me a sandwich. I showed her

pictures of what the pale kids kept inside of their princess lunchboxes—spongy white bread

around a single piece of ham and cheese, a cereal bar, an apple.

“Ah yes, I make for you.”

The next day I found that she had left a pork bun in my backpack. I picked up the baked dough

and took a bite. I tasted pork marinated with soy sauce and chives. As I chewed, I hoped the  hu

jiao bing  could pass off as a hamburger to the pale kids.
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“Ling Ling is eating dog food again.” “Does that make Ling Ling a dog?”

The next day there was steamed bun inside my backpack, filled with barbecue pork and black

pepper. I took a single look at the pearl white bun folded into a delicate knot before throwing out

the  cha siu bao.  I didn’t eat anything that day, or the day after, or the day after.

If you are what you eat , I thought,  I don’t want to eat Chinese anymore.

And so my transformation began. Each day at lunch I would throw out the delicacy my mother had

crafted the night before. Each day at dinner I would pick at my rice while I stared at the woman

across from me, yellow face dotted with brown spots and creases like valleys in her forehead. My

greatest wish was not to turn out like her.

I thought I had actualized my wish when my skin began to turn translucent as I skipped meals. I

thought I was becoming white. I started eating nothing altogether to spur on my transformation. I

became nothing.

Once my mother yelled at me for not eating. “Jian Yang, you look like ghost. Eat your noodles and

you become yellow like egg again.

”I don’t remember most of what I said, but I remember how I felt. I remember red hot rage and

acid tears burning lines down my face. I remember my tongue, poised like a knife, uttering some

ugly sounding words I had picked up in school. I remember that I wanted to make her bleed with

my words, one cut for each bite of dog food I had endured, seeping out red on a cutting board,

until both of us were left colorless.

I remember her face, creased valleys twisted like bonsai trees, immovable as a mountain. I

remember her hands and their calluses, the sign that her life was like the meat that she minced:

tainted by the chemical fumes of the nail salon she worked at, haunted by the ghost of a

continent she had left behind, battered from the English jargon scrawled on each month’s bills,

worn by insults hurled on the streets from drunk and ignorant men; all these irreconcilable parts

rolled and reshaped into a clumsy meatball of existence, now assailed and sliced open by one

last word flung by her own daughter:  “Chink.”

He who takes medicine and neglects diet wastes the skills of the physician –Chinese adage

My mother does not cook anymore. She remains in her bedroom or her garden, because she

believes that being around white hospital gowns and grey surgical tools will drain her  qi . And so

at night she lays on a bamboo mat with red blankets in a room that brims verdant with qi -

rectifying rhubarb stalks and  shen-  calming wolfberry seeds. On her desk sits an incongruous

collection of terracotta cups, out of each drifting a different herbal energy. She tells me their

contents are magical. I nod and continue my nightly ritual of adding her ground up pill powder to

the herb concoctions when she is asleep.
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The doctor said that her condition is too fragile to eat. He said that strong flavors could disturb

her gut, and I should blend basic vitamins and nutrients into a pulp for her to drink. I told him that

I respected him but he was a fool for thinking my mother to be anything but the strongest person

in the world.

And so, my mother and I share overflowing bowls of red and and gold and browned meat over

steamed rice every day. The first time I cooked her a meal was the day she came back from the

hospital. When I saw her, face of mountains reduced to jaundiced ash, I cried and almost dropped

the plate. She asked what was wrong with me. Between sobs I told her that my greatest wish as a

girl was never to turn out like her. She told me that she had shared the same wish.

“You must turn out better than me,” she said.

We ate my meal, pork buns ribbed in ginger, in silence.

Fashion is in Europe, living is in America, but eating is in China –Chinese adage

I saw this scribbled against a dusty window to a beat-down grocery store in Chinatown. I wouldn’t

know about the Europe part, but I don’t know why they say living is in America when this is the

country that killed my mother. She died two years after the pork bun meal. The doctor said it was

inevitable. The nail salon she worked nine hours a day at had been using highly toxic unapproved

polishes for years. Each day she scrubbed counters and coughed chemicals until her liver

resembled a sponge. It was a miracle that she lived as long as she did.

My mother was a failure of an immigrant in most aspects. She stood on that bridge at Angel

Island seeking freedom, yet each day she beat herself an ocean back, drifting further and further

from her vision. By imagining walls of white supremacy and dangerous businessmen, she had

trapped herself in a prison of her own making. She never found freedom because she never made

it off that bridge.

I live in America, though. For lunch I go out for drinks and avocado toast with my roommates. We

catch up on Grey’s Anatomy and someone invites me to a frat party later today. I only pretend to

consider their offer.

For dinner I stay home and cut my own meat. I cut one piece for Brooklyn, one piece for

Chinatown, one piece for each brick of the bridge at Angel Island, one piece for eating, one

piece for living, one piece for Jane Young, amateur journalist and cup pong champion, one piece

for Jian Yang, broken spirit of a girl dreaming of princess lunchboxes. They are the decussations

of a third-person America, carved apart by my mother into island pieces long before I realized

how that action of carving had shattered me. And so, I take on the liberating duty of reassembly

as I take the pieces and toss in a million red chili peppers and saute them in an ocean of soy

sauce until they become one and the same.

About the Author: Samantha is a junior in Basking Ridge, NJ, and was inspired by her mother’s story as well

as an abundance of instant noodles.
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More Breakfast
By Kaley Klapisch

       I wasn’t more than seven or eight when I began my weekly runs with my father-- not

the kind of runs that you’d think, though. Pancake runs. He’d always wake me at the

ungodly hour of 7 AM on a Saturday morning, much to my chagrin, and say, “It’s time for

breakfast, Maria.” 

       Mornings with my father were something unique in themselves. My father always

joked that he’d work ‘til the day he died, haha. His drive and passion are what kept him

away most of the time while I was growing up, whether it was business trips, late nights

at the ballpark or busy evenings holed up in his office, writing on deadline. He

introduced me to the world of the beat reporter, the sports columnist, and the author

before I even knew what I wanted to do with my life. However, it came at the cost of

missed band concerts, birthdays, and proms. But these Saturday mornings were all mine.

We’d take the fifteen-minute drive up to our favorite place on the wealthy side of town,

with kids who had nothing better to do than roam the streets acting like hooligans, and

housewives so bored with their money that they waste it away at yoga classes and

scented candle shops.

       When I was younger, it was him driving, with me in the backseat until I earned

shotgun privileges at the age of thirteen. But as I got older, he’d let me drive and he’d

read his Dickens or Dostoyevsky aloud, telling me about life in New York as a college

student at Columbia. He made ends meet as he earned his English degree-- fixing

bicycles, working tables at various restaurants-- even having a short-lived career as a

postman. He delivered flowers and letters to young ladies while their boyfriends or

fiancés were away in Vietnam. He claimed he did it for the scarce pay, but I’d beg to

differ. 

       As I grew into my father’s Roman nose and my mother’s cheekbones, imported from

Slovakia, we kept our pancake breakfasts as part of our routine. Every week, no matter

what. I’d clear my schedule with friends to make time for my dad as I grew through high

school. Even during the days when I’d woken up at the crack of dawn for one reason or

another, and had already eaten, he always insisted on taking me, his simple explanation

being, “more breakfast.” That was all it took for me to accede.

       I remember one morning when I was fifteen, just entering the realm of “true

teenagedom”-- I use that term because when you’re thirteen or fourteen, sure, you’re a

teenager, but in my experience, you truly never got up to your teenage hijinks until the

ninth grade. He was driving, I was reading or doing homework--something of that sort--

when I hear him say, “What do you want to be when you grow up, María?” My father was

the only one I knew who’d say my name in Spanish. It rolled off of his tongue so easily,

like it was the name that he had been destined to say since birth.
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       I hadn’t given it a lot of thought at the time, so I said what I knew for sure, “I want to

write-- like you,” I added.

       “Good, but what about when you’re not selling a book? You have to make steady

money somehow.”

       Now, this had me thinking. I wanted to do something that I was passionate about,

something that inspired me to come to work every day-- not some office job. I thought

about what my band director, Mr. Steinberg, said to us once after a not-so-pleasant

rehearsal, “Love what you do, or dammit, don’t do it at all!” 

       So I said, “A teacher. Maybe English, or history,” and we had pulled into the

restaurant parking lot. When I got out of the car, I could see that my father had a smile on

his face— a secret smile, to share with only himself.

       Many moons later, after the rush of grading end-of-term exams and papers subsides,

I find myself going through old boxes and drawers of junk in attempts to shake myself

from the onslaught of stress that comes with the holidays. And maybe to procrastinate on

lesson plans, too. I start on a fresh box and dump its contents onto the ground. Sifting

through the papers, something catches my eye. It’s a receipt from the old pancake house.

The memories of all of those Saturdays come rushing back to me. I read the receipt; two

orders of full-stack chocolate chip pancakes, fried eggs on the side. The date-- August

16, 2016, the last time I went to breakfast with my father before the accident. Two days

after his seventy-second birthday. 

The tears are alive and falling. No more breakfast.     I miss you, Dad.

About the Author: Kaley is a rising junior at Westwood High School in NJ. She enjoys hikes, bike rides,

reading, Jeopardy, and Dungeons & Dragons. She is part of her school’s marching band and Academic

Decathlon team. Just like Maria’s father, Kaley’s father is also a journalist for the Newark Star-Ledger. Their

relationship is stronger than ever.
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The Chocolate Cake
By Audrey Sun

       Maria stared at her phone, unmoving, waiting for the screen to light up with a

notification from her brother or her mother, just wanting someone, anyone to remember.

She sat like this for five minutes, unnaturally still on her velvety couch, with her fingers

perched on her knees, ready to pick up the phone at any moment. But there was no call,

no text message. The screen remained empty.      

      

       She closed her eyes and took a deep breath, silently scolding herself for even

hoping for any contact from her family. Her mother was probably passed out on her bed

surrounded by empty wine bottles, trying desperately to forget her husband's death

fifteen years ago, and her brother had probably forgotten, having been born only a

month after the death.            

 

       But Maria remembered. She remembered the sirens that brought the news of her

father's death, the tears and sobs her mother had succumbed to, and the happiness she

felt because an officer had brought her ice cream. She remembered everything—

everything except her father.  

           

       Maria reached for the crumpled up takeout bag on her coffee table, and opened it

to reveal a slice of spicy chocolate cake that her family used to consume every week.

            

       She jabbed her fork into it, and raised the piece of cake to her mouth. The first bite

had her closing her eyes and squeezing them shut, trying to ignore the flood of emotion

that came along with it. The second made her taste buds dance around on her tongue,

hopping back and forth trying to stay alive. The third bite almost consumed her and set

her mouth on fire as she felt the pepper embed itself into her gums. And the fourth bite

made her think of her father, who always ate his food in three mouthfuls. The fifth had

her opening her eyes, staring down at the empty plate, wishing for more. Her stomach

churned, but all she could do was look at that empty plate. She gazed at it for so long

that eventually, the plate morphed into the form of a human face, with two hazel eyes

and a hooked nose and cracked red lips. No hair though. She could never imagine her

father with hair.            

       "Happy birthday Dad," Maria whispered.

About the Author: Audrey, a 12th grader from Mendham, NJ, says "I wanted to focus on the idea

that a piece of food could be more than just food; food has the power to bring comfort, to

bring up emotions, and is Maria’s case, it has the power to allowed her to connect with her dad.

I was impaired by the piece of cake I was eating, and the feeling of pure satisfaction that I had

when I was done."
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December 24, 2017

If you poured pepsi and coca-cola and asparagus and avocado and wasabi and samosas and sushi

and pasta and Little Caesar’s pizza all into one massive bowl of water and salt and sugar and left it

there to boil and burn and melt, after 3 days, everything will be spooned together, but that doesn’t

mean it tastes good, and, besides, it’s hard to guess everything’s that’s in it because other than the

buttery nut-tang of the avocado, the faint waft of the watery, earthy mushroom, everything’s lost its

face.

December 25, 2017

Nodald and I wed today. Though he looks like a mix of Jim Carrey and O.J. Simpson at age 41 and is

elitist enough to think I will rush for the blueberries at Costco because he accidently ate a blueberry

with his Taco Bell burrito and really liked it, I tell my mother that I can breathe him. But mammy

refuses the scent of Nodald, says that only the whorish type of woman marries a boy like that, and

nothing will extend her arms to feel me. It’s not the end of the world and the promised coming of the

messiah but sometimes (with mammy) it can feel that way. At least dad made the effort -- only

because Nodald’s into tennis and dad was a Penn State tennis team walk-on though.

December 27, 2018

Went to America’s Mall. The stripper gorl is nine and a half and she says that it’s okay and it’s okay

because she said it is, so I walk away to the standing seagulls on the bench outside to eat my

peppered red bell pepper sandwich fresh from the restaurant in Hell’s Kitchen. But when I sit on the

long, needled parchings of a snow-slapped bench, a seagull lunges for a stray pepper from the

wheel of a kebab stand and secures it in the point of its lemon-orange bill.

December 29, 2019

The objective is to sit on the stool behind the bar and try not to break the pop-top of the beer can --

and don’t disturb the gorl from behind the beaded curtain with the Coca-Cola ad either. Avert eyes

and breathe. She is an anti-nihilist punk rock without an eyelid piercing and without pastel, neon

hair. She is an Instagram poet, an almost American, asian New Yorker. She stares at me hard like

mammy would until I have to turn my body to the street windows to drink like I want to.

December 30, 2020

I chased flies to kill them one evening, running after them with a frying pan and cornering them

against the brick walls of the courtyard to squash them because I’m bigger. It’s fascinating how the

blood of flies can be orange and green, reflecting what weed they recently forced down their

throats.

.

Thoughts I had while Caressing the Melting Pot and

Things that Just Happened

By Zoha Arif
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December 31, 2020

Nodald is particularly annoyed by the incessant buzzing of house flies; they have wronged him many

times in plaguing his food. But I still tell him that he’s sour when he wishes that all house flies die of fly

cancer. Mammy hears and says that she wishes he die of Nodald cancer.

January 1, 2021

A fresh new hope. New year, new me, new diet, new cardio treadmill, new tactical masterpiece to get

Nodald to eat the last bits of brown rice, to stop filling silent pockets of conversation with debates on

abortion and marijuana during gentle Sunday picnics. He says in broken whispers that he doesn’t  really

know how to be a husband, that this is all he’s ever known, that he wishes he could be the chocolate

Valentine type for me, for prosperity.

January 2, 2021

Mammy came around today. Said she’s noticed that Nodald hasn’t burned down the neighborhood yet.

Said it’s that damn stupid foul tongue, but, she should have flown to Barbados for the wedding. Good

intentions, it’s a hunch your gut just has, I tell her. She says I know -- it’s not like I had MRIs or brain

scans to confirm anything. You didn’t either.

January 3, 2021

Before a cousin’s birthday party, the melting pot boils crimson and rose and sapphire: red and pink

and blue. We tip the milky confetti batter over onto parchment paper layered in the jointed curves of a

Savarin mould. The mould is pushed into an oven to crisp. Nodald has a dotted wax candle, mammy

the nutella (no one knows how to make whip cream that doesn’t taste like butter), dad the silver

powdered sugar, me the forks and knives, and we watch 7pm Jeopardy in the basement while we wait.

This could have been us since four years ago.

October 31, 2021

The strata has collapsed into itself a thousand times over. My swollen belly, more delicate and

intricate than his swollen belly -- he’s had a hard time controlling the amount of Mountain Dew he

drinks at night. A part of me longs for this all to be over -- I could walk away -- another part of me is

sad that the neighbors and mammy and all of those things finally burned his core, so that he’s sitting

here in this shack of a home, telling me that a man never cries, when his eyelids are pooling with the

tears belonging to the shell of a man. I hate him for all these things he’s done, yet, not exactly,

because there is a lit spirit in him that I wish could be breathed into me, that I support because no one

else is truly, honestly better.

About the Author: Zoha Arif will graduate from the Academy for Information Technology in the spring

of 2021. She lives in the lands of Union, New Jersey and melts away her free time breathing peanut

butter, eating books, and drowning in questionable food science experiments. Her work has been

published in or is forthcoming in Polyphony Lit, the Blue Marble Review, Parallax Literary, and others.
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PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Pandemic Perspectives

By Iris Chen

       The current pandemic has influenced my perspective

on foods completely differently. It’s like I became a mole

rat when I was a beautiful white stag. From the start of

my life, food to me was worth more than gold. It was like

those singy-songy tunes that would get stuck inside my

head and bother me until annoyance is all I became of.

Usually, I’d fantasize about what was going to be for

lunch and enthusiastically help out if I had time during

the summer. The chopping of the knife on veggies and

the boiling bubbles both calmed me and fixed me into a

more dreamy mood. Now, for example, when I chop the

green onion, I make sure to get every last bit. Similarly, if

I make something that my family doesn’t have a good

taste for, I make sure that we don’t waste it even if that

means pushing to their limits. 

       Food doesn’t just come out of the sky, you have to

either grow or buy it from the store. Everytime my mom

and dad go to the store, they are fully dressed in what

people would think rather strange if not for the

coronavirus. Masks on, safety goggles and a hat for my

dad, clothes that they’ve worn for a week so the minute

they get home, they can take a bath and change clothes;

super gross, but pretty smart! The food that they bring

home has to be bagged with clean bags and then

brought in bag by bag. My dad, Clorox wiping all the

foods that are packaged is usually spilling over with

sweat all over just like me when I go running in the

morning. Since we don’t want to go out into the public

for fear of attaining the coronavirus, every single time

they  go counts. Each time my loving parents take a trip

to the store, our car is at least half full with groceries

and essentials that we need. 

       These provisions, as we might call it, would last us at

least 2-and-a-half weeks, if not more! Boy is that a

whole lot of food! Once everything is bagged and

brought inside, it is then that the tedious process

begins... All the frozen meat and veggies are stored in

the freezer. Plus the veggies and fruits are all tirelessly

crammed into the top compartment of the refrigerator.

When we want to eat, say, a raw food like an apple for a

snack, we submerge it in a container of lukewarm salt

and vinegar water. This way, it can at least kill some of

the harmful germs that might be on it. 

       As more and more people are being furloughed,

more and more people are running out of capital to pay

their bills of rent, food, tax, and other payments that we

now come to our senses to.  

       It makes me so grateful that we are able to have

enough food to be well satisfied and fully fed. I am so

heartbroken at the thought of those in poverty at this

stage of this horrific disease crisis. Those people who are

barely kept alive with scraps of food now starve half to

death.  It is a wonder that they are still alive in their well

minded soul. When I view the heaps of food in my car, I

suddenly lean toward a sorrow, woe mood of feeling like

I should donate all these foods worth at least 50 meals

plus 100 snacks to those more in need at this time. If I

could, I’d just do that! 

       The concept of food is ravishing like a fire licking at

the edge of the silver black-bottom pot. Food at its

basics is something that will fill you and keep you alive.

However, we mankind have altered that outlining as we

become more powerful and selfish in our ways. We think

of it as culture, tradition and enjoyment. We take these

essential goods and turn them into a ride throughout the

world. Don’t take me wrong, enjoying the food is part of 

 gratitude that you have toward food. However, once we

over do it, it becomes a problem.

       It is now that people start to realize how wasteful

and ungrateful they were with their foods. Oh, is the

banana slightly brown? Into the trash it goes. That is just

one out of a million things that we should be more aware

of! So let’s do it!

About the Author: Iris is in 7th grade in Austin Texas. 

Note from Author: Hello! My name is Iris Chen and I love to

write! Whether it’s personal narratives or poems, I love it

all!! I have many friends and love singing, reading and

playing the violin. Someday, I wish to start a charity to

help kids meet their needs. I hope you all stay safe during

this hard time! As Theodore Roosevelt said, “ Believe you’re

there, you are halfway there” I believe in you!
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EXPERT CORNER:
Maisy Card

Bio

       Maisy Card is a writer and a public librarian. Her writing has

appeared in Lenny Letter, School Library Journal, Agni, Sycamore

Review, Liars’ League NYC, and Ampersand Review. Her work has been

nominated for a Pushcart Prize.

       Maisy was born in St. Catherine, Jamaica, but was raised in Jamaica,

New York. Maisy earned an MLIS from Rutgers University and a BA in

English and American Studies from Wesleyan University. She is the

author of These Ghosts Are Family.
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When did you first realize you wanted to be a writer?1.

I was in 10th grade. We had read the Flannery O’Connor short story, “Everything

That Rises, Must Converge.” We were given an assignment to rewrite the story

from the point of view of someone who doesn’t speak.

    2. How long did it take you to write the  book "These Ghosts are Family"? Do you

have a personal connection to the book?

I didn’t write it consistently, but I worked on it for about 12 years. Parts of the

book are inspired by early memories from my childhood and family stories that

my mother has told me over the years.

    4. What is your work schedule like when you're writing? What do you like to do

when you're not writing?

I’m part-time right now from my position as a librarian. I usually try to write in

the mornings when I can. I usually break up my writing time into two-three hour

chunks. I’ll do a session in the morning and I will sometimes write again in the

evenings. I usually read or watch TV. I like to go to parks. My life is not very

thrilling.

    3. What does your family think of your writing?

They’re happy about it. They didn’t really understand what I was doing all these

years. I think they thought I was training to become a journalist. My parents don’t

really read fiction so I don’t think they’ll read my book but they’ve sent it out to

friends and family.

    5. What would you say is your most interesting writing quirk?

Since the pandemic began I’ve been doing a lot of writing in bed. In the last two

weeks I’ve only been writing outside in parks.

    6. What was one of the most surprising things you learned in creating your book?

I did some genealogical research and found out some family secrets I wasn’t aware

of.

    7. Where do you get your information and ideas from?

I like to pull from historical events and also memories and my own family.
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    8. How long did it take you to write this book? Do you have a personal connection

to the book?

I didn’t write it consistently, but I worked on it for about 12 years. Parts of the

book are inspired by early memories from my childhood and family stories that

my mother has told me over the years.

    10. As a child, what did you want to do when you grew up?

I think I wanted to work with animals. I think most kids have a zoologist phase.

    9. When did you write your first short story and how old were you?

I was in tenth grade. That was the first time I’d ever really finished one.

    11. How do books get published?

There are several different paths. The more traditional path is to write your book

and then send it out to literary agents. Once you find an agent who is interested in

representing you, they will try to sell your book to a publisher. If you are

interested in skipping large publishers and instead having a small or independent

press publish your work, you can often try to sell your book to them directly

without an agent.

    12. Do you have any suggestions to help others become better writers?

I think when you’re in high school, the best thing you can do is read all of the

time. Read beyond the books that they assign  you in school.

    13. How can a librarian positively impact their community, and create an inviting

environment to promote learning?

We try to make the library a safe space where anyone can seek refuge and find

information and enrichment, and represent the various cultures and people in

community through our programming offerings, as well as through our diverse

collection of books.

    14. The theme of this issue of magazine is “Food & Culture”. Do you as a librarian

see any diversity of thought and lifestyle in Newark vs. other towns?

The demographics and culture of Newark is very heavily influenced by the great

migration of African Americans from the south in the early 20th Century, as well

as the different groups of immigrants that came to the U.S. in the latter half.

Depending which ward you are in, the food will largely be influenced by African

American soul food, Portuguese & Brazilian, Puerto Rican, Mexican, Italian or

West-Indian cuisine.  There are many different cultures here.
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ART

A Glance

By Angelina Xiao

23

Angelina is a 9th grader in Austin, Texas. She has loved to draw since she was a child,

especially animes. She is also interested in the food and cultures of different countries.
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ART
24

Life Gives Lemons

By Abigale Lin

Abby is a 10-year old who lives in New Jersey and loves to swim, draw, bake, and make up

words that sound funny. Her art, Life Gives Lemons, is inspired by the proverb of making the

best of a hard situation.
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The Blissful Pursuit 
Scholarship

ANNOUNCING

For  creative  writ ing

FUNDED  BY  THE  BLISSFUL  US  FOUNDATION

WWW .BLISSFULUS .ORG  

 One week of full 
scholarship to 

an amazing writer

TO  ATTEND  A  WRIT ING  SUMMER

CAMP  EL IG IB I L I TY  I S  DETERM INED

BY  THE  ED I TOR - I N -CH IEF  BASED

ON  ENTR IES  RECE IVED  

25

Blissful Us, our 501©3 nonprofit organization’s mission is to share the love for education, STEM, art

and writing to deserving teenagers.  Our mission is to offer scholarships to fresh voices through the

medium of magazine entries.  This was possible due to generous donations from our community, and

we look forward to receiving more donations to create more opportunities. 

“Blissful Us is proud to have funded a full-tuition scholarship for a student attending a Summer

Creative Writing Intensive at The Writer's Circle. The student was selected for the scholarship by The

Writer's Circle and the Alliance for Young Artists & Writers in part for excellence in the

2020 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards.”

Daniel Embree

Director, National Programs

Alliance for Young Artists & Writers
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DONATE TO OUR CAUSE!
Donate to Blissful Us! We distribute food and money to food banks in New

Jersey, where the most healthy food is thrown out in the US. We also reach

students to spread the love of education to make their futures bright

through teaching STEM and sponsoring students to creative writing

programs.

Visit www.blissfulus.org to find out how you can donate!

Feeding America- "nations largest domestic hunger-relief organization"

F ood Insecurity in America: Causes and Solutions 

What Is Food Insecurity in America?

How to Organize Your Own Food Drive

www.mendpoverty.org/get-involved/volunteer-now/how-to-organize-

your-own-food-drive

Organize a Food Drive

https://createthegood.aarp.org/volunteer-guides/organize-food-

drive.html

Increasing Public Awareness About Food Waste Prevention

www.nrdc.org/resources/increasing-public-awareness-about-food-

waste-prevention-guide

FEATURED WRITER OF THE YEAR

Blissful Us, our 501©3 nonprofit organization’s mission is to share the love for education, STEM,

art and writing to deserving teenagers. We partnered with The Writers Circle Workshop to extend

the 2020 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards winner to further enhance their education. 

We are proud to announce the Blissful Pursuit Scholarship recipient, Zoha Arif, an emerging

writer with a fresh and distinct voice. Zoha attended the Writers Circle Workshop online summer

camp in Summer 2020 to continue her studies in literature.

Zoha Arif will graduate from the Academy for Information Technology in the spring of 2021. She

lives in the lands of Union, New Jersey and melts away her free time breathing peanut butter,

eating books, and drowning in questionable food science experiments. Her work has been

published in or is forthcoming in Polyphony Lit, the Blue Marble Review, Parallax Literary, and

others.

Congratulations Zoha!! We would love to see you achieve new writing heights! 

26

Zoha Arif, “Featured Writer

of the Year”, The Blissful

Pursuit Magazine
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the blissful pursuit

If you are a student ages 13-24, you are invited to contribute your literary (or artistic) work in any

genre or art for publication in the second volume of The Blissful Pursuit magazine. This is an online

literary magazine with a mission to give voice to today's teens.

THEME: Share your writing and art that can relate to underrepresentation in life, different fields,

discrimination, racial gap, gender gap, inaccessibility... Does your character feel

misunderstood or outnumbered? Are you able to portray this type of feeling using words or art?

How might you be able to portray loneliness, standing out from other people? 

Our themes are completely up to student interpretation, you may use it to any extent!

Following the theme is fully optional but of course, we recommend you try something new.

Our SECOND collection - Fall 2020                    Theme: underrepresentation
An international online art and literary magazine

Students may submit up to 3 pieces, each piece requires a separate student/parent information form and

release form.

Suggested (non)/fiction/prose length is 250-1000 words, poetry should be up to 50 lines.

Writing should be submitted as either a Microsoft Word or Google Document.

Artwork must be jpg/jpeg/png format, try for high resolution. If artwork is a sculpture or 3D piece, you

may submit pictures of it.

All submissions will be reviewed and organized by our editors.

Submissions will be accepted until December 30, 2020.

CALL FOR ENTRIESCALL FOR ENTRIESCALL FOR ENTRIES

Please contact editor@BlissfulUs.org with any questions or
visit theblissfulpursuit.org for past issues!

@theblissfulpursuit@magazineBlissfulPursuit
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